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ABSTRACT 

Why does petrophysics quantify a horizontally layered reservoir in a format that parallels a vertical wellbore?  

Standard petrophysical displays generate a volume track which is a ratio of clay and mineral volumes 

punctuated by hydrocarbon or water-filled pore space.  This works well for a massive conventional reservoir 

having clear transitions between the gas cap, the oil zone and the underlying water.  This is not the Montney 

reservoir with its subtle transitions between sand and silt, its low porosity and ultra-low permeability, all of 

which conspire to yield variable, sometimes perplexing, well results. Furthermore, the industry has moved its 

focus to lamination analysis to better understand hydraulic fracture propagation, using the image log and 

resistivity-based sand-count as inputs to Mechanical Earth Models (MEM).  What’s a petrophysicist to do? 

A new petrophysical track is being presented which flips the standard display by 90 degrees, clearly imaging 

the Montney’s layered structure, ascribing porosity, saturation and bulk volume water to each variant.  The 

track, called the Synthetic Image Log (SIL) is created from a deterministic petrophysical model using just basic 

well logs: gamma, neutron, density, PE and resistivity curves.  The SIL will be shown to delineate the same 

reservoir changes as acquired micro-resistivity image logs and demonstrate that horizontal trajectories are 

traversing multiple subunits, each having different potential productivity. This observation could be key to 

explaining unexpected well results. The SIL method limits the inherent bias and potential error of single-curve 

interpretive techniques and greatly increases the number of wells available for input into MEMs, as it doesn’t 

rely on “advanced” well logs.  It will be interesting to compare the SIL results to see if they match specific rock 

fabric intervals delineated by advanced lamination index analysis. 
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Sandra began her petrophysical career in 2005 with BG International, building 

a petrophysical model of the Baldonnel Formation to aid in geo-steering a high-

angle N.E. B.C. well. She next worked for Sherritt International, initially on their 

New Ventures Team, evaluating reservoirs of Jurassic, Lower Cretaceous and 

Tertiary age within the Moray Firth, Central North Sea, U.K.  When the 

prospect was sold, she moved to the Cuba team where she interpreted all the 

wells in Sherritt’s main producing fields.  This work on structurally complex 

carbonate plays led to the development of the Synthetic Image Log.  Due to 

the U.S. embargo, many wells had only ancient or Russian well logs and the 

SIL was used to integrate results with modern log data, particularly FMIs.  

Since 2016, Sandra has been developing the concept of the Synthetic Image 

Log through a 50 well study of the Montney.  She formed the consulting 

company, Petrophysics Outsource Inc. in 2011 and earned a Post-Graduate Diploma of Petroleum 

Engineering from Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh in 2017. 



Observed subtle structures within the Montney at Gold Creek and why they 

matter  
Presenter: Pippa Murphy, Velvet Energy Ltd. 
 

ABSTRACT 

The Montney at Gold Creek is so structurally “quiet” that we often find ourselves searching for lineaments and 

features to explain phenomena that are otherwise seemingly unexplainable. However, with a robust data 

collection program coupled with a variety of interpretation techniques we continue to identify faults and 

fractures, piecing together the structural story of the area. Furthermore, we have been able to correlate these 

subtle structures back to dynamic reservoir processes with the ultimate aim of understanding their impact on 

productivity. 
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